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ABSTRACT: In this article, epoxy shape-memory polymer (ESMP) reinforced with 1 wt % thermally reduced graphite oxide (TrGO)
was fabricated by solution blending and three-roll mill (TRM) mixing, respectively. Both blending techniques allowed a uniform
TrGO dispersion in ESMP matrix, and the TRM mixing lead to an exfoliation of the TrGO worms. Compared with pristine ESMP,
the TrGO/ESMP composites showed 36.4–41.1% increase in Young’s modulus and 38.1–44.1% improvement in tensile strength. The
TrGO/ESMP composite fabricated by TRM mixing had a T5% (the temperature where the material lost 5% of its initial weight)
16.48C higher than pure ESMP. Compared with pure ESMP, a significant improvement of recovery force by 84.4% and 311.1% was
C 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl.
obtained by TrGO/ESMP composite fabricated by solution blending and TRM mixing, respectively. V
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INTRODUCTION

Shape-memory polymers (SMPs) are a class of smart materials
that can transform from one shape into another in response to
external stimulus such as heat, light, electric or magnetic field.1
A typical shape memory cycle often involves: (a) deformation of
a SMP at above its shape memory transition temperature, (b)
fixation of the deformed shape upon cooling under the deformation load, and (c) recovery of the original shape by reheating
above the transition temperature.2 SMPs include shape-memory
polyurethane (SMPU), polystyrene-based SMP (PS-SMP),
epoxy-based SMP (ESMP), and others.1 In comparison with
shape memory alloys and shape memory ceramics, SMPs have a
number of intrinsic advantages including larger deformation
strain, easier to manufacture, lower manufacturing cost, lower
density, and many more varieties in actuation approaches.3
These unique characteristics enable the SMPs to be used in a
myriad of fields, including clothing manufacturing, automobile
engineering, aerospace engineering, medical treatment, and
many other applications.4 However, pure SMPs are not suitable
for some practical applications (for example, aerospace engineering) that require improved mechanical strength, higher
thermal stability, and stronger shape recovery force. Therefore,
SMPs filled with various reinforcement particles (such as SiC,5
nanoclay,6 carbon black,7 carbon nanotubes,8 graphene,9 and
hybrid fillers,10,11) were prepared and measured in order to

meet the requirements. Among these fillers, carbonaceous materials are superior to the others because of their high surface
areas and excellent mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties.7–11 The reported SMP composites filled by carbonaceous
fillers focused on SMPU composites7,9,11 and PS-SMP composites,12,13 while carbon-filled ESMP has been barely studied.
As a newly developed carbonaceous material, thermally reduced
graphite oxide (TrGO) is generally produced by heating graphite
oxide (GO).14 TrGO maintains the layered structure similar to
graphite but produces tremendous different size of pores and
nanosheets with high aspect ratios. One of the most potential
applications of TrGO is its use as reinforcement filler in polymer composites.15 TrGO can be easily filled by polymer monomers through physical adsorption because of its porous features
and the interactions between the monomers and the polar
groups on the TrGO layers.14 After the TrGO was filled with
monomers, in situ polymerization was usually carried out to
form a TrGO/polymer composite. Polymers reinforced with
TrGO show substantial improvements in mechanical property,16
electrical conductivity,17 and other properties over the unmodified polymers. However, to our best knowledge, ESMP reinforced with TrGO has not been fabricated, and the structure
and property of the TrGO/ESMP composite have not been
investigated so far. In this study, 1 wt % TrGO reinforced ESMP
samples were fabricated and their structures, mechanical

C 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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properties, thermal stabilities, and shape recovery behaviors
were studied. Moreover, the structures and properties of the
TrGO/ESMP composites synthesized by different processing
techniques were compared. These measurements indicate that
TrGO can be used as very promising reinforcement filler for
ESMP composites with improved mechanical property, higher
thermal stability, and stronger recovery force, compared with
unmodified ESMP.

EXPERIMENTAL

All chemical reagents used were of analytic purity or better. GO
was synthesized by Hummer’s method.18 In a typical experiment, dried graphite powder (30 g, Sigma Aldrich, particle size:
less than 20 lm) was put into a mixture of concentrated H2SO4
(500 mL) and NaNO3 (10 g) kept in an ice bath (08C). KMnO4
(90 g) was added gradually under stirring so as to keep the temperature below 208C. The mixture was stirred for 2 h and then
the temperature of the mixture was increased to 358C and kept
for about 2 h, followed by dilution with distilled water. The
mixture was stirred for 1 h again and then H2O2 (30%,
200 mL) was added gradually to the mixture. Upon the addition of the H2O2, the mixture turned bright yellow while bubbling. The mixture was stirred for another 1 h. Then the
sediments were washed with 10% HCl solution, followed by
repeated washing with distilled water until the pH of the solution became neutral. The final GO slurry was dried at 808C and
then pulverized with a ball mill to obtain fine GO powder.
TrGO was synthesized by reduction of GO with a rapid heating
process. Firstly, a tube furnace was heated to 2508C under argon
gas. Secondly, dried GO powder (1–3 g) was inserted quickly
into the center of the furnace. Then the furnace was maintained
at 2508C for about 5 min and subsequently cooled naturally to
room temperature under argon. In this process, the GO was
exfoliated due to the very fast evaporation of water, carbon
dioxide and carbon monoxide.14 The black powder of very low
density deposited on the inner wall of the furnace was collected
and denoted as TrGO.15 Before the preparation of TrGO/ESMP
composites, the TrGO was dried at 608C for at least 4 h to minimize its water content.
ESMP resin in this study consists of epoxy resin, hardener,
accelerator, and linear epoxy monomer.19 The detailed chemical
composition of the ESMP is proprietary to our laboratory,
although the structure is known to be a thermoset crosslinked
network. For the curing of the resin, the resin was cast into a
flat glass mould and cured at 808C for 1 h, followed by postcure
at 1508C for 6 h in air.
Preparation of TrGO/ESMP composite by solution blending: the
ESMP resin was first diluted with acetone before adding dried
TrGO. Then the ESMP resin–acetone–TrGO mixture (mass
ratio, TrGO : ESMP 5 1 : 99) was stirred mechanically at room
temperature for 30 min, followed by sonication at 150 W for 15
min. The mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature
and then dried at 708C under stirring for a few hours to ensure
complete evaporation of the acetone. The mixture was cast into
a flat glass mould and cured at 808C for 1 h, followed by
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postcure at 1508C for 6 h in air. The obtained composite sample
is denoted as composite A.
Preparation of TrGO/ESMP composite by three-roll mill (TRM)
mixing: the preparation of TrGO/ESMP composite by TRM
mixing is similar to the process used by Yasmin et al.20 A TRM
(EXAKT 80E, EXAKT Advanced Technologies GmbH, Germany)
was used in this study. Firstly, a mixture of uncured ESMP resin
and dried TrGO (mass fraction of TrGO: 1%) was stirred with a
glass bar. Then the mixture was poured between the feed and
center rolls of the TRM and the rolls were allowed to start moving. Compounding was carried out at room temperature for
about 4 h with a rotation speed of 300 rpm. The final product
from the mill was collected and cast into a flat glass mould and
cured at 808C for 1 h, followed by postcure at 1508C for 6 h in
air. The resultant composite sample is denoted as composite B.
The following measurements were used to characterize materials.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) analyses were performed
with an environmental microscope (FEI-Quanta 200F). Before
SEM analysis, the samples were vacuum coated with a thin gold
layer using a precision etching coating system (Model 682, Gatan,
USA) and the duration was 10 min. Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectra were recorded with a Nicolet 6700 FT-IR (Thermofisher Scientific, USA) using pellets in KBr. Nitrogen adsorption–
desorption isotherms were collected on an ASAP 2420 (Micrometrics Instruments) nitrogen adsorption apparatus at 77 K. Prior to
the measurements, the samples were pretreated by outgassing in a
vacuum oven at 1808C for 10 h. For measuring the mechanical
properties of the materials, they were cut into dumbbell specimens
according to the ASTM D638 test method. The specimens were
3 mm thick with dimensions of 115 mm (L) 3 19 mm (W) at the
ends and 33 mm (L) 3 6 mm (W) at the narrow part. The
mechanical properties of the specimens at room temperature
(208C) were measured using a materials testing machine (Z050,
Zwick/Roell) and the following measurement conditions were
used: gauge length, 25 mm; crosshead speed, 5 mm/min; load cell,
50 kN; and preload, 8 N. A minimum of five specimens were tested
for each material to obtain average values and standard deviations.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted from room
temperature to 6008C under 50 mL/min air flow (TGA/DSC 1,
Mettler Toledo) to measure their thermal stabilities. The heating
rate was 108C/min. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments were carried out using DSC1 (Mettler Toledo) under nitrogen environment. The specimens were heated from 258C to 1758C
at a heating rate of 108C/min. A dynamic mechanical analyzer
(DMA/SDTA861, Mettler Toledo) in tension mode was used to
measure the dynamic mechanical properties of the materials. Scanning measurements were performed between 258C and 1758C from
1 Hz at a heating rate of 108C/min.
Unconstrained shape recovery test included four steps.12,21 First
step, cured materials were cut into rectangular strips (length 3
width 3 thickness: 82 mm 3 10 mm 3 3 mm) and heated to
1408C. Second step, the strips were bent into a “U” shape circling a center axes, which had a diameter of 10 mm. The maximum bending angle was recorded as hmax. Third step, the Ushaped specimens were cooled down at room temperature
under the constant external force. This force was then removed
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Figure 1. SEM images of graphite (a), GO (b), and TrGO (c), inset of image (c) is a magnification for the selected area; (d) FT-IR spectra of GO and
TrGO. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

after holding for several minutes. A marginal recovery occurred
and the bending angle was reduced to hfixed. Last step, the bent
specimens were put into a chamber preheated to 1208C. Then,
the bending angle (hi) was recorded as a function of heating
time. Three specimens were tested for each material to obtain
average values and standard deviations for shape recovery times.
Shape retention ratio (R):22
R5

hfixed
3100%
hmax

(1)

In the process for unconstrained shape recovery test, for both
pure ESMP and the TrGO/ESMP composites, the differences
between hmax and hfixed were always less than 28, so all of these
specimens have an R of more than 99%.
Shape recovery ratio (Rr):22
Rr 5

hmax 2hi
3100%
hmax

(2)

The process for recovery force test included four steps.5 First,
cured ESMP was cut into rectangular strips with the same
length (55 mm) and thickness (3 mm) but different widths (6,
8, 10, and 12 mm, respectively); composite A and composite B
were cut into rectangular strips (length: 55 mm, thickness:
3 mm, and width: 12 mm). Second, the strips were heated to
1408C and kept for 5–10 min. Third, the strips were bent into
curves with an inner diameter of 35 mm, and then cooled to
room temperature under constraint. Fourth, the curved specimen was placed in the three-point bend fixture of a DMA
instrument (DMA1, Mettler Toledo), the probe tip was brought
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just into contact with the inner surface of the specimen, and
then the temperature was increased with a heating rate of 48C/
min while the probe tip was kept by displacement control.
Upon increasing the temperature, the bent specimen released a
force (i.e., the recovery force) compressing the probe tip
because the bent specimen “wanted” to return to its original
rectangular shape as a result of shape memory effect.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure Characterizations of TrGO
In order to characterize the structural changes from graphite to
GO and to TrGO, SEM characterizations were carried out and
the results are shown in Figure 1(a–c). The graphite flakes show
a sharp and keen-edged boundary, while the boundaries of GO
have been broken because of oxidation. As shown in Figure
1(c), the TrGO are worm like and rough in surface. The inset
image in Figure 1(c) indicates the TrGO worms are loosely
bonded and porous, and the exfoliated graphite nanosheets in
the TrGO have a thickness of 30–40 nm. FTIR was employed to
analyze the existence of functional groups in GO and their
changes after the thermal shock, as shown in Figure 1(d). For
GO, the peaks at 1720, 1360, 1230, 1030, and 960 cm21 signify
the presence of carboxyl, epoxy, and hydroxyl functional
groups.23 As a consequence, the GO is hydrophilic, which is evidenced by the broad water peak at 3160 cm21 and the second
water peak at 1610 cm21.24 After the thermal shock, the peaks
from oxygen-containing groups decrease in intensity for TrGO
as a result of decomposition. And a peak at 1550 cm21 appears
for TrGO, which corresponds to the C@C vibrations from un-
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Figure 2. N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms of graphite and TrGO (a); BJH (Barrett–Joyner–Halenda) pore size distributions from adsorption
branches for graphite (b); and TrGO (c). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

oxidized graphitic domains. Therefore, the TrGO becomes
hydrophobic, which is evidenced by the disappearance of the
absorption peaks corresponding to water (3160 cm21 and
1610 cm21). These evidences indicate that the GO has been
reduced by the thermal shock. It is important to note that the
TrGO still contains some residual oxygen-containing groups
such as C@O (the peak at 1720 cm21), which are assumed to
promote both physical and mechanical interactions between the
TrGO and polymers.25
The pore characteristics of graphite and TrGO were quantitatively analyzed using cryogenic (77 K) nitrogen adsorption–
desorption isotherms, as shown in Figure 2 and Table I. The
adsorption–desorption isotherms of graphite indicate that it is
nonporous, based on the observation of a Type-II-like adsorption isotherm, in accordance with the classification guidelines
provided by the International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry.26 In contrast, TrGO exhibits typical Type-IV characteristics, i.e., a steep increase at intermediate pressures with hysteresis. These properties indicate the development of porosity in
the TrGO, possibly due to the formation of crumpled and
folded graphite nanosheets, as confirmed by the SEM image in
Figure 1(c). Huge increases in the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
(BET) surface area and pore volume of the TrGO of up to
296 m2/g (>100 times than that of raw graphite) and
0.845 cm3/g (>35 times than that of raw graphite) are observed,
as shown in Table I. In terms of pore size distribution [see Figure 2(c)], the TrGO shows a large proportion of mesopores and
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a few macropores. These results demonstrate that highly porous
TrGO can be prepared by a rapid heating process, even under
low-temperature reduction conditions (2508C).
Structures and Properties of Pure ESMP and TrGO/ESMP
Composites
In order to investigate the dispersion states of the TrGO in the
composites, fracture surfaces of the composite A and the composite B were characterized by SEM, as shown in Figure 3. In
both composites, isolated TrGO particles are dispersed homogeneously in the polymer matrix, which indicates both processing
techniques are efficient for uniformly dispersing TrGO into the
ESMP. In addition, two different TrGO structures are observed
within the polymer by varying the processing techniques. In the
composite A, the TrGO particles maintain their original,
expanded shape, as shown in Figure 3(a, b). In Figure 3(a), less
than five TrGO worms can be observed. However, because of
the shear force of the TRM, the TrGO in the composite B are
exfoliated into many small particles, as shown in Figure 3(c). In
Figure 3(c), more than 15 TrGO particles can be found. The
average size of these particles is about 5 lm, as indicated by
Figure 3(d). In both composites, the exposed graphite nanosheets can be seen clearly, as indicated by the arrows in Figure
3(b, d). The pores among these graphite nanosheets have been
fully filled by the polymer matrix, and a good interfacial adhesion between the TrGO and the polymer matrix can be seen.
The fracture surface SEM image of pure ESMP is also shown
for comparison [Figure 3(e, f)]. Unlike the rough fracture
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Table I. BET Surface Areas, Pore Volumes, and Average Pore Sizes of
Graphite and TrGO

Sample

BET surface
area (m2 g21)

Pore volume
(cm3 g21)

Average pore
size (nm)

Graphite

2.3

0.022

44.5

TrGO

296

0.845

10.7

surface of the TrGO/ESMP composites, the fracture surface of
pure ESMP is very smooth.22
Figure 4(a) shows the photo of the dumbbell specimens of pure
ESMP, composite A and composite B. It is shown that pure

ESMP dumbbell is transparent, while the composite dumbbells
are nontransparent. This is due to the uniform dispersion of
TrGO in the ESMP in both composites, which leads to a strong
reduction in transmission. Figure 4(b) shows typical stress–
strain curves of these dumbbells measured at room temperature,
and the results are summarized in Table II. The Young’s modulus and tensile strength of pure ESMP at room temperature are
1.29 GPa and 41.31 MPa, respectively. Compared with pure
ESMP, the composite A provides 36.4% increase in Young’s
modulus and 38.1% increase in tensile strength, whereas the
composite B exhibits 41.1% increase in Young’s modulus and
44.1% increase in tensile strength. The improvements in Young’s
modulus and tensile strength of the ESMP upon the addition of
TrGO are attributed to the uniform dispersion of the TrGO in

Figure 3. Fracture surface SEM images of composite A (a and b), composite B (c and d), and pure ESMP (e and f). Images (b), (d), and (f) are the
magnified images for the selected areas in (a), (c), and (e), respectively.
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Figure 4. (a) Photo of dumbbell specimens and (b) typical tensile stress–strain curves measured at room temperature of pure ESMP, composite A, and
composite B. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

the ESMP and the good interfacial adhesion between the TrGO
and the polymer matrix (as shown in Figure 3), so that the
mobility of the polymer chains is restricted under loading.27 As
shown in Figure 3(a, c), TrGO are homogeneously distributed
in both composite A and composite B, and no aggregations are
observed. Moreover, the TrGO contains considerable number of
C5O groups [evidenced by FTIR spectra in Figure 1(d)] on its
surface, which enhance the interaction between TrGO and
epoxy-based matrix. Therefore, the polymer chains can easily be
intercalated into the gallery of TrGO and as a result, no delaminations are found in the interfaces between TrGO and polymer
matrix, as shown in Figure 3(b, d). The composite B has higher
Young’s modulus and higher tensile strength than the composite
A. This result can be attributed to two reasons. Firstly, the big
TrGO particles in the composite A may have some cracks in
their inner part where there is virtually no bond with the polymer matrix,28 and these defects can initiate easily the fracture of
the composite A. However, for the composite B, the external
shear force generated by the TRM has exfoliated the TrGO into
smaller particles, as shown in Figure 3(c, d). As a consequence,
polymer chains enter the pores of the small TrGO particles easily and fill most of the cracks, thus forming a stronger adhesion
between the TrGO and the polymer than the composite A. Secondly, as a result of exfoliation, the small TrGO particles in the
composite B have a higher surface area than the big TrGO particles in the composite A. It has been reported that a higher surface area of fillers can provide a better interaction between the
fillers and polymer matrix.29 So the composite B shows
improved Young’s modulus and higher tensile strength than the
composite A. It is also noted that the fracture elongations of

Table II. Tensile Stress-Strain Properties of Pure ESMP, Composite A, and
Composite B Measured at Room Temperature (208C)

Materials

Young’s
modulus (GPa)

Tensile
strength (MPa)

Fracture
elongation (%)

Pure ESMP

1.29 6 0.04

41.31 6 1.22

13.71 6 1.80

Composite A

1.76 6 0.03

57.03 6 1.14

3.86 6 0.50

Composite B

1.82 6 0.02

59.53 6 1.06

5.40 6 0.27
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both TrGO/ESMP composites are reduced compared with pure
ESMP and especially larger reduction is observed for the composite A. The lower fracture elongation of the composite A,
compared with the composite B, may be because the inner
cracks of the TrGO in the former can initiate the fracture of the
composite easily.
In order to better understand the effect of TrGO and its dispersion state on the thermal stability of ESMP matrix, the thermal
degradation behaviors of pure ESMP and its TrGO composites
were examined via TGA, as shown in Figure 5. As shown in
Figure 5(a), pure ESMP and its composites begin to lose weight
at about 2008C and decompose in a two-step process, attributable to the soft and hard segments in ESMP, respectively. It is
obvious that the initial weight loss of the composites by thermal
degradation is retarded by the presence of TrGO, as shown in
Figure 5(b). This may be due to the heat shielding effect of
TrGO in the polymer composites30 and formation of mass
transport barrier to the volatile products produced during the
decomposition of the composites.31 In polymer/graphite composite, the thermal stability was generally enhanced by the
graphite because it hindered the diffusion of volatile decomposition products. For example, Rajkumar et al. found a higher
thermal stability for nanographite loaded nitrile butadiene rubber composites with increasing in nanographite loadings;32
Quan et al. observed a positive effect of graphite nanoplatelets
(GNPs) on the thermal stability of the GNPs-filled thermoplastic polyurethane nanocomposites.33 The temperature at which
the material loses 5% of its initial weight is defined as T5%.30 As
shown in Figure 5(b), pure ESMP has a T5% of 328.18C, while
the composite A and the composite B have T5% of 332.18C and
344.58C, respectively. This means that the composite B has a
higher T5% than the composite A. This indicates that the barrier
effect is more obvious for the composite B than the composite
A. This may be because the small TrGO particles in the composite B (see Figure 3) have a better thermal shielding effect on
the polymer matrix than the big TrGO particles in the composite A, as a result of higher surface area.
The glass transition is the essential transition from freezing to
free motion states of segments in a polymer network, which is
revealed by glass transition temperature (Tg). In this study, Tg
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7–118C higher than the DSC Tg, due to the frequency effect in
DMA test.36 According to the curves of storage modulus E0 [see
Figure 6(b)], the E0 at room temperature increases from about
1.3 GPa of pure ESMP to approximately 1.8 GPa of the TrGO/
ESMP composites. The E0 of the composite B is higher than
that of the composite A. This also indicates the better reinforcing effect of TrGO when embedded into the ESMP through
TRM mixing than solution blending.
Shape Recovery Behaviors of Pure ESMP and TrGO/ESMP
Composites
One of the most critical properties of SMPs and their composites are shape recovery behaviors. For example, Figure 7(a)
shows the unconstrained shape recovery of a U-shaped composite B specimen at 1208C. A decrease of the bending angle (hi) is
observed with increased heating time, and the specimen recovers from temporary U shape to original rectangular shape in 10
min. The relationship between shape recovery ratio (Rr) and
heating time for different materials are shown in Figure 7(b),
and their shape recovery times are compared in Figure 7(c).
The shape recovery times of the composites are longer than that
of pure ESMP (170 6 10 s), and the composite B has a longer
shape recovery time (570 6 15 s) than the composite A

Figure 5. TGA curves of pure ESMP, composite A, and composite B
measured in air flow (image b is a magnification for the selected area in
image a). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

of pure ESMP and the TrGO/ESMP composites are characterized using DSC and DMA, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.
As shown in Figure 6(a), pure ESMP has a DSC Tg at 90.68C
(the inflection point), while the composite A and the composite
B have a DSC Tg at 93.48C and 97.38C, respectively. These
results indicate that the addition of TrGO increases the DSC Tg
of the ESMP, and the composite B has a higher DSC Tg than
the composite A. The DMA Tg of pure ESMP is found to be
98.28C (peak value of tan d34), as shown in Figure 6(b). Adding
TrGO to the ESMP can increase its DMA Tg, which shows a
similar trend to their DSC Tg. This observation is attributed to
the restricted segmental movement upon the addition of fillers.35 Different processing techniques lead to different DMA Tg
of the composites: the composite B has a higher DMA Tg
(108.18C) than the composite A (103.78C), which also shows a
similar trend to the DSC Tg. This may be because the uniformly
dispersed small TrGO particles in the composite B have a more
efficient restricting effect on the polymer chains than the
big TrGO worms in the composite A. The DMA Tg values are
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Figure 6. (a) DSC curves, (b) storage modulus E0 and tan d curves of
pure ESMP, composite A, and composite B. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Figure 7. (a) Shape recovery process of composite B specimen, (b) typical relationship between shape recovery ratio (Rr) and heating time, and (c) shape
recovery times of different materials at 1208. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

(200 6 15 s). The longer shape recovery time of the composites
compared with pure ESMP may be because the TrGO particles
restrict the polymer chains from freedom moving as a result of
the uniform dispersion of TrGO in ESMP and the good interfacial interactions between them, as shown in Figure 3. And
therefore, compared with pure ESMP, the polymer chains in the
composites need a longer duration to reach their original positions when heated above the material’s Tg temperature. A longer
shape recovery time of composite B than composite A can be
attributed to the stronger restriction effect on the polymer
chains by the exfoliated, small TrGO particles in the composite
B than the intact, big TrGO particles in the composite A. A
stronger restriction on the movement of the polymer chains
leads to a harder and slower movement of the chains to their
initial states upon heating above Tg. As a result, a stronger
restriction leads to a longer shape recovery time of the bent
specimen.
Recovery Forces of Pure ESMP and TrGO/ESMP Composites
Besides shape recovery time, recovery force is also very important for SMPs and their composites.5,37 The setup used to test
recovery force by a DMA instrument under fixed displacement
is illustrated by the inset in Figure 8(a). The influence of width
on the recovery forces of pure ESMP specimens is investigated
here, as shown in Figure 8(a). The change of the recovery force
as a function of temperature can be divided into three steps.
First step, as the temperature increases from 258C to about
458C, the recovery force increases slowly and almost linearly.
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Second step, a sharp increase of the recovery force is observed
by increasing the temperature above 458C, and a peak value of
the recovery force is reached at around 608C (55–658C), as indicated by arrows in Figure 8(a). Third step, after the recovery
force reaches its peak value, it decays gradually with further
increase of the temperature and finally reaches a steady state. As
the soft segment crystals melt with increasing temperature, the
bent specimen attempts to straighten and applies a compressive
force on the probe tip of DMA setup. In order to keep the
deformed shape constant, the DMA applies the same amount of
force to balance the straightening force. This force is referred as
the recovery force. When a certain high temperature is reached,
the molecular chains become softer once all soft segment crystals are melted, and the specimen begins stress relaxation.6,38
The peak value of the recovery force is defined as Fmax. It is
obvious that pure ESMP specimen with larger width exerts a
higher Fmax, and the ESMP specimen with a width of 12 mm
releases aN Fmax of 450 mN at 658C. Figure 8(b) compares the
constrained bend recovery forces of pure ESMP, composite A,
and composite B specimens with the same width of 12 mm.
The recovery force curves of the composite specimens have a
similar trend to that of pure ESMP. The composite A specimen
has an Fmax of 830 mN at 808C and the composite B specimen
releases a Fmax of 1850 mN at 948C, as indicated by the arrows
in Figure 8(b). Compared with the Fmax of pure ESMP specimen, the composite A specimen shows an improvement of
84.4%, while the composite B specimen shows an improvement
of 311.1%. It has been reported that adding 20 wt % SiC
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surface area than the big TrGO particles in the composite A.
The obvious exfoliation of TrGO worms in the composite B
(see Figure 3) enables them a stronger restriction on the polymer chains than the big TrGO worms in the composite A. As a
result, the composite B shows improved mechanical properties
than the composite A, as proved by tensile tests and DMA
measurements. So the Fmax of the composite B is higher than
the composite A, as shown in Figure 8(b).
CONCLUSIONS

In this article, ESMP, a kind of smart polymer, reinforced by
TrGO, a kind of porous, low cost, and scalable carbonaceous
material synthesized by low-temperature reduction of GO, was
fabricated. Two techniques were used for fabricating TrGO/
ESMP composites. The effects of TrGO on the structure and
properties of ESMP were examined. The conclusions can be
summarized as follows:
1. Both techniques provided a uniform TrGO dispersion in the
ESMP. The solution blending maintained the original structure of TrGO in the composite A, while the TRM mixing
showed an obvious exfoliation of TrGO in the composite B.
2. The composite B had higher Young’s modulus, thermal stability, and Tg than the composite A, which reflected a better
reinforcement of the small TrGO particles in the composite
B, compared with the big TrGO worms in the composite A.
3. Unconstrained shape recovery tests showed that adding 1
wt % TrGO increased the shape recovery time of ESMP.
Constrained bend recovery force tests indicated that adding
1 wt % TrGO improved significantly the recovery force of
ESMP, and the composite B provided a higher recovery force
than the composite A.
Figure 8. (a) Constrained bend recovery force as a function of temperature for pure ESMP specimens with different widths, the inset shows the
setup used to test the constrained bend recovery force in the DMA instrument; (b) constrained bend recovery force as a function of temperature
for pure ESMP, composite A, and composite B specimens with the same
width of 12 mm. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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